
Telaeris announces support for HID® Mobile
Access® solutions including HID employee
badge and Student ID in Apple Wallet

Industry leading XPressEntry handheld

badge and biometric readers now

support HID mobile credentials, including

employee badge and Student ID in Apple

Wallet.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, USA, June 18,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Telaeris,

Inc., a leading provider of handheld

solutions for Physical Access Control

Systems (PACS), announces its new

XPressEntry handheld badge and

biometric reader support for all HID

Mobile Access® solutions including HID

employee badge and Student ID in

Apple Wallet. Traditional credentials

are easily lost or forgotten creating a

variety of physical security risks. In response to these challenges, organizations can now improve

physical security and convenience by issuing mobile credentials on smartphones which are

always in their users’ possession and are less likely to be lost in workplace and educational

settings. 

XPressEntry is a critical component of the mobile credential revolution and ensuring identity has

never been easier and more secure with a digital wallet. Most campus or facility

implementations of digital credentials will be incremental, with both legacy badges and new

mobile credentials being used and deployed in parallel. Without the ability to visually inspect

traditional credentials like before, the need to challenge and communicate with mobile

credentials, as well as legacy badges using the identity information on record in the access

control, becomes even more important. Safety and physical security professionals can rely on

Telaeris and XPressEntry to solve these new and unique opportunities.  

In higher education settings, existing mobile campus one card credentials are similarly being

transitioned to credentials in digital wallets. These credentials stored in the digital wallet are

utilized at universities and colleges as an integrated ID, payment, and access solution. This

means that XPressEntry can be used by guards and administrators to track students for event

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://telaeris.com/
https://telaeris.com/
https://www.hidglobal.com/


The smartphone will be the

home for any credentials in

the future; credit cards,

government IDs, student

IDs, passports, and access

control credentials are all

moving into the digital

wallet.”

Dr. David Carta, CEO of

Telaeris.

entry, attendance, emergency accountability and more.

"The smartphone will be the home for any credentials in

the future; credit cards, government IDs, student IDs,

passports, and access control credentials are all moving

into the digital wallet, and we are ready," said Dr. David

Carta, CEO of Telaeris. "We are thrilled that XPressEntry is

among one of the first handheld, mobile readers to work

with HID employee badge and Student ID in Apple Wallet.

Telaeris is a proud, longtime HID partner and we will

continue to innovate and add value to this important

relationship."

Telaeris‘ XPressEntry handheld badge and biometric readers enhance access control and security

management by providing a flexible, mobile solution that goes beyond traditional door readers

and addresses specific safety and security challenges. 

- Handheld Badge Verification – Superior security with handheld authentication to confidently

control access to and manage any secured space plus ENTRY / EXIT tracking. 

- Emergency Evacuation Mustering – Ensure everyone is safely accounted for during a true

emergency to improve evacuations, employee safety and OSHA / regulatory compliance.

- Corporate Events & Training – Use existing security badges for access management to manage

attendees and deny access when necessary to events and training.

- Handheld Biometric Verification – Superior security with biometrics and multi-factor

authentication to deliver enhanced identity authentication in high security areas.

- Workplace Surveys – Pre-screen workers with questions and deny access when necessary to

help prevent the spread of illness and to keep the workplace safe. 

- Other Use Cases – Time and Attendance, Confined Space Management, Bus Entry Validation,

Guest / Visitor Tracking, Remote Parking, Mobile Enrollment, and more. 

“The Telaeris‘ XPressEntry handheld badge readers with HID credential support including HID

Mobile Access and HID employee badge and Student ID in Apple Wallet is a game changer in the

handheld verification market”, said Rick Winter, Sr. Manager & Embedded Mobile BDM of

Extended Access Technologies at HID. “Real-time personnel image verification and ACS

integration provide the customer flexibility and convenience to manage emergency evacuation

mustering, corporate events & tracking of training, and on-prem/campus employee/visitor

management validation, which enhances the security and safety of their facility.”  

XPressEntry handheld readers proudly lead the industry with the most access control

integrations, proudly lead the industry with the broadest support for badge technologies plus

biometrics and facial recognition, and the industry's first handheld solution for access control

systems with Android 13 revealing enhanced security and performance. 



About Telaeris

Founded in 2005, Telaeris, Inc. is a US-based software company, specializing in handheld and

hands-free safety and physical security solutions to enhance access control and track facility

occupancy. With a commitment to innovation, Telaeris collaborates with global companies to

deliver effective workplace safety and security solutions, safeguarding lives, and business

interests. For more information, please visit https://telaeris.com/.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/719471940
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